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7 posts Hey, maybe someone knows good and reliable offline New York City Map (for iphone) Level Contributor 531 articles 47 reviews 29 useful votes 1. Re: Offline map 4 years ago Just bought a decent paper like Red Maps. Granted contributions 4,477 articles 18 reviews 7 useful votes 2. Re: Offline
maps 4 years ago Maps.Me with GPS trackers on your iPhone instead of mobile or wifi lines. So not quite off-line but good in many locations. You will need to update the maps so that you have NYC in your system. Edited: 4 years ago Level Contributed 20,389 articles 101 reviews 68 helpful votes 3. Re:
Offline map 4 years ago This is a PDF of nyc MTA subway map: +1 for Red Maps. They are the best in business and my favorite Not cheap, but they last forever, are pressed, kind of very easy to read, and they are a great souvenir of your trip. And besides, they set off clear ground with great color coding
and you won't get lost! :-) (Or, if you lose, they will help you find your way out.) Granted contributions 1,539 articles 3 reviews 2 useful votes 4. Re: Offline maps 4 years ago If you used Google maps, you can download offline areas for offline viewing. I mark my NYC map with all the places I might want to
go sometimes. I always have a paper map too, though. 5. Re: Offline maps 3 years ago -:- Messages from Tripadvisor employees -:-This topic has been closed for new posts due to inactiv activity. We hope you'll join the conversation by posting an open topic or starting a new topic. To review the
Tripadvisor Forum Posting Guidelines, please follow this link: removes posts that don't follow our posting guidelines, and we have the right to delete any post for any reason. It's simple to plan routes around the New York subway This app is only available on the App Store for iPhone, iPad and Apple
Watch. The New York Subway uses the official MTA subway map and includes a useful transportation route plan. With over 10 million downloads worldwide this NYC subway map is free to download and will help you navigate around New York using the subway system. Features:• Official MTA map of the
New York subway.• Includes all 5 boroughs of NYC - Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens, Bronx, and Staten Island.• Easy-to-use transit route planner to take you from A to B on the subway. • Offline activity for help even without an internet connection.• Service status from the MTA displays direct information
about delays with alerts sent directly to your phone.• Countdown clock for each subway station to check when the next train is due.• Search for any subway stations map or find the nearest station to your location from anywhere in New York.• Plan routes to Attractions including the Empire State Building,
New York Botanic Gardens, and Times Square.• Love your routes for quick access on the go.• If you're visiting New York City for the first time , there is a handy guide in the app is filled with useful travel tips and information.• E&amp;E Alerts displays any elevators and service escalators as well as
estimates when they will return to the service.• Update Twitter directly from the official NYCT subway account with useful shipping information. Mapway creates transfer apps for cities around the world with over 48 million downloads. If you're visiting Washington DC, Boston, or London, make sure you
check out our other apps available for free download in the App Store.Plan. Route. Relax.*While we try to notify the status of the service sent in time, we cannot guarantee 100% of this time. There may be occasions when this is not available for technical reasons beyond our control. Please note:
Continuing to use GPS running in the background can significantly reduce battery life. Join Mapway Apps on Facebook or follow us on Twitter @MapwayApps. We would love to hear from you! New York Subway VIP is available as an in-app subscription: $3.99 monthly or $9.99 annually or a one-time
purchase of $23.99. Cancel at any time, for any reason. Payment will be charged to your iTunes Account when confirming a purchase. Subscriptions renew automatically unless auto-renew is turned off at least 24 hours before the end of the current period. Your account will be charged for renewal within
24 hours before the end of the current period, at the expense of your chosen price tier. You can manage subscriptions and auto-renew may be turned off by going to Account Settings in your iTunes Account. Any uns used portion of the free trial period, if offered, will be lost when a subscription to that
publication is purchased, if any. Read the full terms of mapway.com/terms on January 2, 2021 Version 4.7.4 Thank you for downloading the app. We regularly update the app to make it better for you. This update includes several fixes and performance improvements. To make sure you don't miss
anything, just turn on your updates. Have a question? Tap Support in the About section of the app. As out of Towners visiting NJ and NYC from out of state, we were very grateful for the great service we experienced with NYC METRO. We bought tickets at the Port Authority and with a map of information
visitors were able to quickly find routes, determine the arrival time, etc. Sometimes it is difficult to know if we are on the right side of the podium, but after a few close calls we learned how to see where the line runs and look for those stops. The other riders were very kind when we asked questions. Trains
are usually very fast. We didn't have a good time. When one car is full, we can easily wait another. Having access to NJ buses and stops located in the center makes our trip easy and saves some of our walking. Late at night return and after the big entertainment event, I am very grateful to see a clear
police presence. On the train I was impressed with how clean the cars were, comfortable and good on hot muggy days. Many cars already have line display tables and upcoming stops. Other riders are polite, useful to each other. Looking forward to my next visit. K B. We are happy to see you had a great
time in New York. We hope the app has helped you get around.  Maps are available offline. It is very useful. I used to have the above message but it becomes useless as there are only a few timeframes for notifications that you can choose from (I see that I get way too much for way too long... although
you only need it just 1 hour before you leave) and notice itself is not specific about what changes in service is. Not helpful. And I found out that during the use of this app for a few years, it does not tell you any weekend service changes - such as trains that do not run or ignore certain stations. This is a
type of notification other than the usual type of incident/delay service change and is somehow difficult to know unless you visit a specific page on the MTA website or go to the station to see the notification leaflet stuck on the wall. I don't know... but I get really annoyed when I take the train and the train
station itself is off at the same time it shows good service on this app. Now I have to walk to a line/station and/or rearrange my entire transport so I'll probably be late for 30 minutes.. Hopefully in the future this application can include such important information so that we don't get run around from the MTA
as much as we do now. Thank you so much for your review, we really appreciate the feedback of users. If you want to be supported with notifications, this may be something we can help you with, just email Support@Mapway.com All your other comments have been forwarded to the development team
and hopefully these are things we can improve on. Thanks again. This is a great app for those who use nyc subway regularly or even if you are new to the system. First, the well-designed app allows users to easily escape from one section to another with a simple tap into the top pop-up menu. The app
covers all the basics whether you want to create a route, save the train line as a favorite, look up the latest alerts, and navigate the subway map. This app not only includes essentials but also provides additional features such as the accompanying New York City Guide that allows users to read on all
aspects of the city whether it's attractions or infrastructure services that help guide the public in their daily lives. All are included in the tutorial. The app also gives users the option of whether they want a free ad experience or a premium version where you can avoid them. This is a highly recommended app
for Nyc in general whether you use the subway a lot or not. Thanks a lot for the feedback and developer review, Mapway Limited, pointing out that the app's security practices may include data processing as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data can
be used to you on apps and websites owned by other companies: The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Data using the following location identifie numbers The following data may be collected but not associated with your identity : Data diagnostic security practices that use
identifie numbers may vary, for example, based on features you use or your age. Learn more about the Developer Site App Privacy Policy
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